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Introduction 
At the Republican presidential candidates 

debate in Houston, Texas on 25
th
 February 

2016, Donald Trump called on the need for 
more border security with a vivid metaphor “You 
look at our borders, they’re like Swiss cheese, 
everybody pours in”. According to the Merriam-
Webster online dictionary, Swiss cheese is a 
type of hard cheese characterized by elastic 
texture, mild nutlike flavor, and large holes that 
form during ripening. 

Donald Trump emphasized the feature 
“large holes” in his use of this metaphor. The 
holes of Swiss cheese are used to conceptual-
ize the insecurity of American border. This met-
aphor reflects Trump’s basic understanding of 
the security problems in American borders. It is 
no surprise that later he urged to build a wall 
along the US border with Mexico. A wall is defi-
nitely securer than Swiss cheese riddled with 
holes. The Swiss cheese metaphor in Trump’s 
discourse has its explanatory function and fram-
ing function of the border problem. It reveals the 
speaker’s ways of thinking about the problem 
and at the same time how the speaker “set the 
directions of problem solving” [Schön 1979: 
255]. 

Donald Trump is not the first person to use 
Swiss cheese metaphor in political discourse. 
Back to the end of the last century, George 
H.W. Bush adopted this metaphor to deride his 
democratic opponents in his Acceptance Ad-
dress at the Republican National Convention on 
18

th
 August 1988: 
“There are the facts. And one way you 

know our opponents know the facts is that, to 
attack our record, they have to misrepresent it. 
They call it a Swiss cheese economy. Well, 

that’s the way it may look to the three blind 
mice. But, when they were in charge, it was all 
holes and no cheese”. 

The Swiss cheese metaphor was actually 
not created by Bush himself, instead, he bor-
rowed it from his democratic opponent Michael 
Dukakis, the democratic presidential nominee, 
who in turn borrowed it from his running-mate 
Bentsen. Michael Dukakis and Lloyd Bentsen 
attacked the Reagan-Bush economy as Swiss 
cheese riddled with holes. Bush wittily devel-
oped the metaphor and told a more complete 
and vivid cheese story than his opponents did. 
Three blind mice were introduced into the 
cheese story, and the ending of the story is that 
no cheese was left but holes. The three blind 
mice were not someone else but his democratic 
opponents. It can be argued that the develop-
ment of the metaphor enabled Bush to achieve 
his purpose of rebutting and deriding his oppo-
nents. 

This all is to suggest that the same source 
domain could be used to understand totally dif-
ferent target domains according to the speak-
er’s cognition and purpose. Trump in his presi-
dential debate used the Swiss cheese to ex-
plain and frame the border problem in America, 
while Bush Senior in his Acceptance Address 
borrowed his democratic opponents’ Swiss 
cheese metaphor to rebut their criticism of the 
Reagan-Bush economy. The same source do-
main “Swiss cheese” is used to conceptualize 
different target domains, border security and 
economy in this case, in different contexts. 
Metaphor is thus not a static linguistic feature 
but a dynamic tool exploited by politicians ac-
cording to different contexts and purposes. The 
use and reuse of certain metaphorical expres-
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sions in different genres and registers com-
municate new meanings and serve new func-
tions [Semino & Deignan & Littlemore 2013]. 

Metaphor functions in its context. The inter-
pretation of metaphor should take into considera-
tion how metaphor is used within a discourse and 
in different contexts. The varied contexts affect 
how metaphors are produced and interpreted. 
Even the so-called “dead” metaphor may “come 
to life” when its context is changed [Гаврилов, 
Зарипов & Романов 2017: 92]. 

In this paper, we will explore the dynamic 
use of metaphor from two aspects: intradis-
cursive use of metaphor and interdiscursive use 
of metaphor. The intradiscursive use of meta-
phor refers to how metaphors are used within a 
discourse, including how the same or different 
metaphors are connected within a discourse 
and crowd together to form metaphor clusters. 
The interdiscursive use of metaphor refers to 
how the same metaphors are used within dif-
ferent contexts. 

1. Metaphor clustering as a prominent 
feature in political discourse 

In discussing the relationships between 
metaphors, a few questions may arise. How are 
metaphors, same or different in form and/or 
content, related to each other within a discourse 
or within different types of discourse? Do meta-
phors reinforce or attenuate each other within a 
discourse? Do metaphors change their mean-
ings and grow in force when they are used 
across different types of discourse? The first 
question has already been widely discussed by 
scholars from different aspects, yielding some 
insightful findings. 

Jamieson analyzed metaphor use in the 
rhetoric of a Pope and a politician and found 
that the recurrent patterns of metaphoric net-
works in the surface language do reflect deeper 
rhetorical consistencies and the appearance of 
clusters of related metaphors made the speak-
er’s rhetoric significant [Jamieson 1980]. 

Baranov’s notion “metaphor constellation” 
[2014] focuses on the relationship between sim-
ilar metaphors, i.e. , the totality of metaphoric 
models that are interrelated in terms of approx-
imation in profiling certain properties of the 
source domain and the target domain. 

More recently, a relevant systematic studies 
of the distribution of metaphor within a dis-
course have been done in different contexts, 
e.g., college lectures, Baptist sermons, concilia-
tion conversations, business media discourse 
[Cameron & Stelma 2004; Cameron & Low 
2004; Koller 2003; Corts & Meyer 2002; Corts & 
Meyer 1999]. It is found that the crowding of 
metaphors within a discourse contributes to 
both the structure and purpose of the discourse. 

Metaphor clustering within a discourse con-
cerns the distribution of metaphors. In this 
sense, there are two types of metaphor cluster-
ing. “The first one refers to the phenomenon 
that different kinds of metaphors occur together 
in adjacent metaphorical sentences. Within this 
clustering, three additional phenomena may 
occur: the phenomenon that a target domain is 
metaphorically understood in terms of different 
source domains, the phenomenon that a source 
domain is used to understand different target 
domains, or the phenomenon that different 
source domains are used to understand differ-
ent target domains. The second type refers to 
the phenomenon that one metaphor is repeated 
several times in consecutive metaphorical sen-
tences [Mukhortov & Ji 2018 in press]. 

The crowding of metaphors may form a rel-
ative complete cognitive scenario, in which 
metaphors are combined to elaborate certain 
topics of the discourse. The cognitive scenarios 
“reflect the speaker or writer’s deliberate or 
subconscious focus in a discourse and are 
usually closely related to the important topics of 
the discourse” [Mukhortov & Ji 2018 in press]. 

In this section we seek to explore how met-
aphors are related to each other within a dis-
course, specifically, the phenomenon of meta-
phor clustering in political discourse. Take an 
instance of metaphor clustering in Bill Clinton’s 
Acceptance Address in 1996. 

(1) Let us commit ourselves this night to 
rise up and build the bridge we know we 
ought to build all the way to the 21st centu-
ry. Let us have faith, American faith that we are 
not leaving our greatness behind. We're going 
to carry it right on with us into that new cen-
tury, a century of new challenge and unlimited 
promise. Let us, in short, do the work that is 
before us, so that when our time here is over, 
we will all watch the sun go down, as we all 
must, and say truly, we have prepared our 
children for the dawn. (August 29, 1996) 

In example (1), several metaphors such as 
bridge metaphor, journey metaphor, and sunset 
and dawn metaphor are crowed together in one 
paragraph to create a cognitive scenario that pre-
sents the audience with a picture of men building 
bridges, walking forward, and facing the unavoid-
able destiny of everyone — death. This picture is 
about devotion, sacrifice and hope. 

The bridge metaphor that appears in this 
address about twenty times is a dominant mod-
el [Чудинов 2003: 113] that binds other meta-
phors and contributes to the structural coher-
ence of the address. The bridge metaphor is 
used by the speaker to describe his solutions to 
the challenges and problems that may happen 
during the journey. It is common in political dis-
course that the development of a country is un-
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derstood in terms of journey. A bridge can carry 
a pathway or roadway over a depression or ob-
stacle. Thus, it helps travellers to continue their 
journey when they meet these obstacles. 

The sunset and dawn metaphor refers to 
the end for one generation and the beginning 
for another. The speaker calls on everyone to 
fulfill their duties and leave a better world for the 
next generation. 

The analysis of the instance of metaphor 
clustering reveals that this metaphor cluster is 
topically related, describing one of the main 
topics of the Acceptance Address: the promise 
for bright future. Besides, the metaphor cluster 
is formed based on one dominant metaphor — 
bridge metaphor, which binds other metaphors 
to make a coherent metaphor system in the 
discourse. 

Metaphor clustering as a dynamic linguistic 
and cognitive tool in political discourse de-
serves further attention and exploration. It at-
tempts to answer the question about how met-
aphors are dynamically related to each other 
within a discourse. The crowding of metaphors 
within a discourse is not a random and mean-
ingless phenomenon but instead may reflect 
some deep relationships between these meta-
phors and the speaker’s deliberate or subcon-
scious organization of his temporary mental 
metaphorical reality. 

2. The use of the same metaphor  
in different contexts 

As was stated before, metaphor is a linguis-
tic and cognitive tool that can be dynamically 
used in different discourse contexts and for dif-
ferent purposes. The same or similar metaphor-
ical expressions may function differently even 
within the same discourse [Cameron & Low 
2004; Cameron 2011], let alone across different 
types of discourse. In this section, we will main-
ly focus on the use and reuse of the same or 
similar metaphor in different contexts, or more 
specifically, different genres and registers. 

Different genres and registers account for 
different linguistic and discursive patterns, in-
cluding patterns of metaphor use. In different 
contexts, the same metaphor may be varied in 
its use and functions. Let us take bridge meta-
phor in Bill Clinton’s rhetoric for example. We 
will analyze bridge metaphor in his Acceptance 
Address, i.e., the address accepting the presi-
dential nomination at the Democratic National 
Convention on 29

th
 August 1996 and his se-

cond inaugural address on 20
th
 January 1997. 

On the basis of register and genre theory 
[Halliday 1985: 12; Eggins & Martin 1997; Martin 
& Rose 2008], we shall discuss the differences 
between the two addresses from the following 
aspects: what is happening (field); who is taking 

part (tenor); what part language is playing (mode); 
and what purposes they fulfill (purpose). 

First, the inaugural address is the speech 
given by a newly sworn-in president during the 
inauguration ceremony to mark the beginning of 
a new four-year term. The inauguration cere-
mony takes place for each new presidential 
term and has taken place on January 20 regu-
larly. The presidential Acceptance Address is 
made by the presidential nominee on the final 
day of the United States presidential nominating 
convention that is held every four years by most 
of the political parties in order to select their 
nominees for the upcoming U.S. presidential 
election. The Democratic National Convention 
and the Republican National Convention are 
the two major parties’ quadrennial events. 

Second, the inaugural address is made by 
newly sworn-in presidents to the attendees of 
the inauguration ceremony and to televised au-
diences all over the world. The Acceptance Ad-
dress is given by a presidential nominee to the 
immediate partisan audiences and larger tele-
vised audiences. The halls of the convention 
are usually filled with many party loyalists. 

Third, the similarity between the two types 
of addresses is that both addresses are given in 
spoken form. Besides, it is well-known that for-
mal political speech like inaugurals and ac-
ceptances are usually written in advance. They 
are not spontaneous discourse, instead, they 
are prepared with the help of professional 
speechwriters. 

Fourth, the two types of addresses fulfill dif-
ferent purposes. The inaugural address usually 
presents the president’s vision of America, his 
or her agendas and goals for the nation, and his 
or her intention of unifying the two parties after 
a severe campaign. The Acceptance Address, 
as the highlight of the convention, is made “to 
unify the party, rally the troops, and set the is-
sue agenda for the general campaign” [Benoit 
2001: 70]. According to Holbrook [1996, cit. in 
Benoit 2001], the address is also “the highpoint 
of a very important component of the campaign 
process, for approximately 25% of the elec-
torate decides how to vote during the party 
nominating conventions”. 

From the above comparisons, the two ad-
dresses are quite different in many aspects. 
Now, see how the bridge metaphor was used in 
Bill Clinton’s Acceptance Address. 

This address was made on 29
th
 August 

1996 at the Democratic National Convention in 
Chicago. Bill Clinton used the bridge metaphor 
frequently in almost twenty paragraphs in the 
address, relating his bridge metaphor to a varie-
ty of topics. 

(1) Now, here's the main idea. I love and 
revere the rich and proud history of America, 
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and I am determined to take our best traditions 
into the future. But with all respect, we do not 
need to build a bridge to the past; we need 
to build a bridge to the future. And that is 
what I commit to you to do. (August 29, 1996) 

(2) So tonight, tonight let us resolve to 
build that bridge to the 21st century, to meet 
our challenges and protect our values. Let us 
build a bridge to help our parents raise their 
children, to help young people and adults to get 
the education and training they need, to make 
our streets safer, to help Americans succeed at 
home and at work, to break the cycle of poverty 
and dependence, to protect our environment for 
generations to come, and to maintain our world 
leadership for peace and freedom. Let us re-
solve to build that bridge. (August 29, 1996) 

(3) Tonight, my fellow Americans, I ask all 
of our fellow citizens to join me and to join you 
in building that bridge to the 21st century. 
Four years from now, just 4 years from now—
think of it—we begin a new century, full of enor-
mous possibilities. We have to give the American 
people the tools they need to make the most of 
their God-given potential. We must make the 
basic bargain of opportunity and responsibility 
available to all Americans, not just a few. That is 
the promise of the Democratic Party. That is the 
promise of America. (August 29, 1996) 

(4) I want to build a bridge to the 21st 
century in which we expand opportunity 
through education, where computers are as 
much a part of the classroom as blackboards, 
where highly trained teachers demand peak 
performance from our students, where every 8-
year-old can point to a book and say, "I can 
read it myself." ( August 29, 1996) 

(5) Now, folks, if we do these things, every 
8year-old will be able to read, every 12-yearold 
will be able to log in on the Internet, every 18-
year-old will be able to go to college, and all 
Americans will have the knowledge they need 
to cross that bridge to the 21st century. (Au-
gust 29, 1996) 

(6) I want to build a bridge to the 21st 
century in which we create a strong and grow-
ing economy to preserve the legacy of oppor-
tunity for the next generation, by balancing our 
budget in a way that protects our values and 
ensuring that every family will be able to own 
and protect the value of their most important 
asset, their home. ( August 29, 1996) 

(7) Do we want to weaken our bridge to 
the 21st century? ( August 29, 1996) 

(8) I want to build a bridge to the 21st 
century that ends the permanent under class, 
that lifts up the poor and ends their isolation, 
their exile. ( August 29, 1996) 

(9) I want to build a bridge to the 21st 
century where our children are not killing other 

children anymore, where children's lives are not 
shattered by violence at home or in the 
schoolyard, where a generation of young peo-
ple are not left to raise themselves on the 
streets. (August 29, 1996) 

(10) There is more we will do. We should 
say to parolees: We will test you for drugs; if 
you go back on them, we will send you back to 
jail. We will say to gangs: We will break you 
with the same antiracketeering law we used to 
put mob bosses in jail. You're not going to kill 
our kids anymore or turn them into murderers 
before they're teenagers. My fellow Ameri-
cans, if we're going to build that bridge to 
the 21st century we have to make our chil-
dren free, free of the vise grip of guns and 
gangs and drugs, free to build lives of hope. 
(August 29, 1996) 

(11) I want to build a bridge to the 21st 
century with a strong American community, 
beginning with strong families, an America 
where all children are cherished and protected 
from destructive forces, where parents can suc-
ceed at home and at work. (August 29, 1996) 

(12) I want to build a bridge to the 21st 
century with a clean and safe environment. 
(August 29, 1996) 

(13) We should make it easier for families to 
find out about toxic chemicals in their neighbor-
hoods so they can do more to protect their own 
children. These are the things that we must do 
to build that bridge to the 21st century. (Au-
gust 29, 1996) 

(14) My fellow Americans, I want to build a 
bridge to the 21st century that makes sure we 
are still the nation with the world's strongest 
defense, that our foreign policy still advances 
the values of our American community in the 
community of nations. Our bridge to the future 
must include bridges to other nations, be-
cause we remain the world's indispensable na-
tion to advance prosperity, peace, and freedom 
and to keep our own children safe from the 
dangers of terror and weapons of mass de-
struction. (August 29, 1996) 

(15) My fellow Americans, let me say one 
last time, we can only build our bridge to the 
21st century if we build it together and if 
we're willing to walk arm in arm across that 
bridge together. I have spent so much of your 
time that you gave me these last 4 years to be 
your President worrying about the problems of 
Bosnia, the Middle East, Northern Ireland, 
Rwanda, Burundi. What do these places have 
in common? People are killing each other and 
butchering children because they are different 
from one another. They share the same piece 
of land, but they are different from one another. 
They hate their race, their tribe, their ethnic 
group, their religion. (August 29, 1996) 
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(16) Look around this hall tonight—and to 
our fellow Americans watching on television, 
you look around this hall tonight—there is every 
conceivable difference here among the people 
who are gathered. If we want to build that 
bridge to the 21st century we have to be will-
ing to say loud and clear: If you believe in the 
values of the Constitution, the Bill of Rights, the 
Declaration of Independence, if you're willing to 
work hard and play by the rules, you are part of 
our family and we're proud to be with you. [Ap-
plause] You cheer now, because you know this 
is true. You know this is true. When you walk 
out of this hall, think about it. Live by it. (August 
29, 1996) 

(17) So look around here, look around here: 
Old or young, healthy as a horse or a person 
with a disability that hasn't kept you down, man 
or woman, Native American, native born, immi-
grant, straight or gay, whatever, the test ought 
to be, I believe in the Constitution, the Bill of 
Rights, and the Declaration of Independence; I 
believe in religious liberty; I believe in freedom 
of speech; I believe in working hard and playing 
by the rules; I'm showing up for work tomorrow; 
I'm building that bridge to the 21st century. 
That ought to be the test. (August 29, 1996) 

(18) My fellow Americans, 68 nights from 
tonight the American people will face once 
again a critical moment of decision. We're going 
to choose the last President of the 20th century 
and the first President of the 21st century. But 
the real choice is not that. The real choice is 
whether we will build a bridge to the future 
or a bridge to the past, about whether we be-
lieve our best days are still out there or our best 
days are behind us, about whether we want a 
country of people all working together or one 
where you're on your own. (August 29, 1996) 

(19) Let us commit ourselves this night to 
rise up and build the bridge we know we 
ought to build all the way to the 21st centu-
ry. Let us have faith, American faith that we are 
not leaving our greatness behind. We're going 
to carry it right on with us into that new century, 
a century of new challenge and unlimited prom-
ise. Let us, in short, do the work that is before 
us, so that when our time here is over, we will 
all watch the sun go down, as we all must, and 
say truly, we have prepared our children for the 
dawn. (August 29, 1996) 

The first time he used bridge metaphor in 
the address is in example (1). Clinton’s declara-
tion of being a bridge to the future is juxtaposed 
with one of his opponent, Dole’s offer to be a 
bridge to the past [Benoit 2001: 75]. Dole in his 
Acceptance Address on 15

th
 August 1996 de-

clared that “Age has its advantages. Let me be 
the bridge to an America that only the unknow-
ing call myth. Let me be the bridge to a time of 

tranquility, faith, and confidence in action. To 
those who say it was never so, that America 
has not been better, I say, you’re wrong, and 
I know, because I was there. I have seen it. I 
remember.” 

Clinton’s claim of building a “bridge to the 
future” thus rejected what Dole proposed to be 
“bridge to the past”. In this sense, Clinton used 
the bridge metaphor to favorably frame himself 
and unfavorably interpret Dole[Benoit 2001:70]. 
The bridge metaphor in this instance served as 
a covert tool used by Clinton to attack his op-
ponent, as well as in instance (18). When he 
said “The real choice is whether we will build a 
bridge to the future or a bridge to the past, 
about whether we believe our best days are still 
out there or our best days are behind us, about 
whether we want a country of people all work-
ing together or one where you're on your own”, 
he provided voters with two different perspec-
tives that he and his opponent could offer. The 
distributions of instance (1) and (18) in the ad-
dress reveals that Clinton began and ended his 
use of the bridge metaphor both in comparing 
his bridge to the future and his opponent’s 
bridge to the past and in rejecting his oppo-
nent’s claims. 

The bridge metaphor in other instances was 
used to interpret his agendas for education (in-
stances 2, 4, 5), poverty (instance 8), crime and 
juvenile crime (instances 9, 10), community (in-
stance 11), environment (instances 12, 13), 
foreign affairs (instance 14), nation unity (in-
stances15, 16). Instance 13 is for an appeal for 
the unity of the whole country. Instance 7 was 
used by Clinton to interact with his audiences. 

We can see that Bill Clinton used bridge 
metaphor not only to interpret his agendas for 
the upcoming presidential campaign, but also to 
reject his opponent’s claims and thus attack 
him. Clinton’s use of the bridge metaphor effec-
tively functioned as “frames for favorably inter-
preting himself and his agenda, as well as for 
unfavorably interpreting Dole and his agenda” 
[Benoit 2001: 70]. The interpreting function and 
an attacking function of the bridge metaphor is 
consistent to the nature and purposes of the 
Acceptance Address, which is to set agendas, 
to rally the troops, to boost morale, and to pre-
pare to attack opponents in order to win the 
campaign. 

In his presidential inaugural, in terms of the 
frequency of bridge metaphor, Bill Clinton used 
it only once at the end of the address: 

(1) And so, my fellow Americans, we must 
be strong, for there is much to dare. The de-
mands of our time are great, and they are dif-
ferent. Let us meet them with faith and courage, 
with patience and a grateful, happy heart. Let 
us shape the hope of this day into the noblest 
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chapter in our history. Yes, let us build our 
bridge, a bridge wide enough and strong 
enough for every American to cross over to a 
blessed land of new promise. (January 20, 
1997) 

What’s more, this time he did not unfold 
bridge metaphor as he did in the Acceptance 
Address. The bridge metaphor did not function 
as an interpretative or an attacking tool. In-
stead, it was used to call on every American to 
unite for realizing the promising future. It can be 
seen that the same metaphor in the two differ-
ent addresses was manifested differently and 
served different functions. 

Conclusion 

In this article we have explored the dynamic 
use of metaphor in political discourse from two 
perspectives: metaphor clustering in terms of 
how metaphors are related to each other within 
a discourse, and how the same metaphor are 
used in different contexts. The instance of met-
aphor clustering in Bill Clinton’s Acceptance 
Address in 1996 reflects that several metaphors 
may crowd together to form a cognitive scenar-
io that contributes to the elaboration of the top-
ics and the structural coherence of the address. 
The analysis of the bridge metaphor in Bill Clin-
ton’s inaugural address and Acceptance Ad-
dress shows that its specific forms and func-
tions are varied depending on discourse context 
use, i.e., genre and register. This is to suggest 
that metaphor is used dynamically by speakers 
to fulfill different purposes in different contexts. 
The same metaphor may function differently 
within a discourse for different purposes. And 
the discussion of the Swiss cheese metaphor at 
the beginning of the article shows that the same 
source domain may be mapped into total differ-
ent target domains due to the speaker’s specific 
needs. The image of Swiss cheese with its 
unique characteristic — riddled with holes — 
vividly exposes problems in economy and bor-
der security. 
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